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Keep Safe

Our Heroes

early 11 September

big apple with clear blue sky

all we remember

is thanking God for FDNY

♥

twin icons reaching into air

one 1,368

across the square

7 feet lower it’s mate

♥

eight forty-six forty

all look up to see why

the north shook without warning

hit by something from the sky

nine o three o two

the south without knowing

hit from the blue 

starts glowing

♥

danger from above

fear from below

for those we love

panic begins to flow

♥

fires running away

heroes begin to arrive

sky now dark and grey

FDNY is here to keep them alive
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Our Heroes ……cont’d

men, officers and Pfeifer

grouped together in Zero

confusion and danger to decipher

not one trying to be a hero

♥

men in gear and hats

radios loud and unclear

with kit and spats

not one with fear

♥

souls wanting to escape

from hell on high

panicky fingers on walls scrape

no time to say goodbye

fires out of control

no escape from the top

fear in every soul

floors they plead to swap

♥

firemen hear the screams

as they begin to arrive

through fire, hell and beams

to keep them alive

♥

in fiery countdown

their only desire

race to the crown

and stem the pyre
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4Our Heroes ……cont’d

they come and still they come

firemen from far and wide

each holding up a thumb

save all they cried

♥

with nary a thought

of panic or fear

doing what all were taught

and 60 pounds of gear

♥

they climb higher and higher

ever so slow

red turning to fire

kits beginning to glow

souls to save

time running out

room only for the brave

in them we have no doubt

♥

of the chief a younger brother

sent up in duty and trust

to save and recover

never to return from the dust

♥

men together and aware

still head into danger

with only honor and prayer

fear no longer a stranger
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Our Heroes ……cont’d

icons begin to shake

disaster begins to beckon 

heroes have no time to break

save all they reckon

♥

come back they are told

but more souls to save

“No” they behold

heading to their grave

♥

icons come down

panic fills the air

no more the highest in town

nothing to see here or there

343 a number always in mind

with the loss so grave

of those forever left behind

in trying to save

♥

we think of them forever

not a day gone by

without in mind 11 September

and our heroes of the FDNY

♥
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THE NYPD

More than 2,000 NYPD and Port Authority police officers secured the area, searched the Towers, and rescued survivors 
as they responded to the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001.

Twenty-three members of the NYPD service died in the line of duty.
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Port Authority Police Officers

The Port Authority Police suffered the worst loss of police personnel in a single event in American history: 43 police 
officers, along with one police K-9 named Sirius, were killed on September 11.
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Other Departments

Private emergency medical services
Eight emergency medical technicians and paramedics from private emergency medical services lost their lives while 
responding to the World Trade Center. Of note is that many of these personnel were working "911 contract" units, that is, 
ambulances that are routinely dispatched by FDNY. These names included:
• Keith Fairben, 24 – a paramedic who worked for the New York Presbyterian Hospital
• Richard Pearlman, 18 – an EMT who worked for the Forest Hills Volunteer Ambulance
• Mario Santoro, 28 – a paramedic who worked for the New York Presbyterian Medical Center
• Yamel Merino, 24 – a single mother of an eight-year-old son who worked as an EMT for Metrocare/Montefiore 

Medical Center for three years
• Mohammad Salman Hamdani, 23 – a Muslim-American man who worked as a part-time FDNY Certified EMT and also a 

member of the New York City Police Department Cadet Corps for three years
• Marc Sullins, 30 – an EMT who worked with Cabrini Medical Center
• Mark Schwartz, 50 – an EMT who worked for Hunter Ambulance
• Jeff Simpson, 38 – an EMT who worked for the Dumfries-Triangle Rescue Squad, and also an employee for Oracle 

Corporation

New York State Court Officers
Three members of the New York State Court Officers perished whilst helping people evacuate and providing aid.
• Captain William Thompson, 51
• Senior Court Officer Thomas Jurgens, 27
• Senior Court Officer Mitchel Scott Wallace, 34

New York Fire Patrol
• Keith Roma, 27 – Patrolman from New York Fire Patrol Unit 2 Greenwich Village.
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9/11 Casualties

• Number of WTC companies in the towers that lost 

people: 128

• Number of employees who died in Tower One: 1,402

• Number of employees who died in Tower Two: 614

• Number of employees lost at Cantor Fitzgerald: 658

• Number of U.S. troops killed in Operation Enduring 

Freedom: 2,343

• Number of nations whose citizens were killed in 

attacks: 115

• Ratio of men to women who died: 3:1

• Age of the greatest number who died: between 35 

and 39

• Bodies found "intact": 291

• Remains found: 21,906

• Number of families who got no remains: 1,717

• Estimated units of blood donated to the New York 

Blood Center: 36,000

• Total units of donated blood actually used: 258

• Number of people who lost a spouse or partner in the 

attacks: 1,609

• Estimated number of children who lost a parent: 

3,051

• Percentage of Americans who knew someone hurt or 

killed in the attacks: 20

• FDNY retirements, January–July 2001: 274

• FDNY retirements, January–July 2002: 661

• Number of firefighters on leave for respiratory 

problems by January 2002: 300

• Number of FDNY vehicles destroyed: 98

• Tons of debris removed from site: 1.8 million

• Days fires continued to burn after the attack: 99

• Jobs lost in New York owing to the attacks: 146,100

• Days the New York Stock Exchange was closed: 6

• Point drop in the Dow Jones industrial average when 

the NYSE reopened: 684.81

• Economic loss to New York in month following the 

attacks: $105 billion

• Estimated cost of cleanup: $600 million

• Total FEMA money spent on the emergency: $970 

million

• Estimated amount donated to                                                 

9/11 charities: $1.4 billion

• Estimated amount of insurance paid worldwide related 

to 9/11: $40.2 billion
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American Dunkirk

Half a million New Yorkers were rescued by a Coast Guard-led fleet of tugboats and yachts. When disaster strikes, ordinary 
Americans help fellow citizens.

Their rescuers are the unsung heroes of 9/11, spontaneously executed by ferries, fishing boats, tour boats and mariners. 
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American Dunkirk
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